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How did you achieve a Full Fellowship (FRSB)
with the Royal Society of Biology?

If you had said to me just six months ago that I would be elected a Fellow of the Royal

Society of Biology (FRSB), I would have been incredulous to say the least; indeed, the very

idea would have made me laugh! That is because a fellowship with the RSB has tended to

be synonymous with a distinguished academic track record and hence the preserve of

senior academics in HE or senior managers in Biotech.

The idea that a lab-based technician devoid of ‘Dr’ or ‘Professor’ in front of

their name would one day be FRSB just seemed like a tall order.

In my case, therefore, I had to approach my ‘plan of action’ and subsequent application

from a novel angle. That has been made possible, in part, by the advent of the Technicians

Commitment and the aspiration to raise the profile of technicians through visibility,

distinction, and better career structure. Specifically, the RSB is now a signatory of that

commitment and is therefore obliged to think about mechanisms for fulfilling technical

aspiration is its selection of awards, exemplified by fellowship.
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So, what was your application strategy?

In line with the commitment provision, it is now possible to apply for a Full Fellowship -

even as a technician – by demonstrating ‘distinguished conduct’ in the arena of ‘scientific

communication’ based on 'notable outreach activity’. In my case, that meant that an

application was tenable based on previous work I had done internally, here at the

University of Leicester and throughout the UK, related to professional registration; talks

and personal mentoring of technicians under the auspices of scientific societies like the

Science Council, RSB, IST. Of course, the NTDC was an integral part of that package.

Furthermore, the Fellowship I already hold with the IST (FISCT,) and the fact that I am not

only a Chartered Scientist (CSci) but also a Chartered Biologist (CBiol) with the RSB itself,

no doubt curried favour with the fellowship selection panel.

What, if anything, do you feel is unique about your
application which led to Fellowship?

I think the quality of my fellowship application has derived from the activities I pursue on

a national stage, and in house at Leicester, pertinent to professional registration, which are

disparate, by consensus, to my day job grade. In particular, I am a ‘coal face’ technician

and not a technical manager, and the only other technician I am aware of who holds an

FRSB, pertinent to registration work, was a senior manager until he retired.

This makes me stand out from the crowd and serves to engender increased ‘bang for my

buck’. What is more, I don’t just present at Partner Affiliate Technical conferences, but also

assess registrant scripts for the Science Council and indeed the RSB. Moreover, I provide

very detailed aftercare, in the form of proof-reading candidates scripts, to polish their

prose. This is incidentally something I have started to offer, in house, at the University of

Leicester. It is this granular approach to after care that has cemented my own reputation,

as the detailed critique I offer registrants in an NTDC, IST, Leicester and Science Council

context is particular and peculiar to me, from what I can ascertain.

In addition, there are many high profile, capable technicians out there who are

coordinators for the Technician Commitment in their respective institutes, but my self-

developed portfolio has combined a unique blend of national work and with technical

mentoring and registration championing at my own institute, and the former has

definitely helped me with the latter!   



How has the NTDC specifically contributed to your
successful application for FRSB? 

Delivering a Professional workshop on Professional Registration at the University of

Glasgow, a Partner Affiliate of the NTDC, in February 2022.

Delivering a follow-up talk on professional registration at the University of Glasgow

Technical Conference. 

Delivering a virtual workshop to Partner Affiliate Technicians at the University of

Newcastle.

Presenting online workshops on different aspects of professional registration, under the

auspices of the Tech Meet Forum.

The NTDC has played a seminal role in the body of outreach work I utilised to put in my

successful application for fellowship. Specifically, and in my capacity as Specialist Advisor

on Registration and STEM for the NTDC, I have attended a series of Technician conferences

under the auspices of the NTDC, provided seminars at those conferences on professional

registration and contributed to communication pieces. All such work has augmented my

overall body of ‘distinguished outreach work’ pertaining to professional registration,

culminating in this award.

Examples include (but are not limited to):

These activities continue to expand in many contexts and will continue to afford

opportunities that, one year hence, will give me impressive CPD and allow me to retain my

Royal Society of Biology Fellowship.

  

What does your Fellowship mean for you
personally, and for other technicians out there? 

As already mentioned, a Royal Society Fellowship of any description is a rare thing for

technicians, particularly those in non-managerial positions. This inevitably will further

accentuate my national profile and can only be a good thing for national organisations,

including the NTDC, that I work with. In addition, it reflects well on those organisations and

my own institution at the University of Leicester. Indeed, the University of Leicester is

experiencing something of a renaissance when it comes to its own signatory commitment

endeavours and, in line with this ethos and the above, has now created a bespoke job

description for me, in order to bring contacts, reputation and 'best practice' home. 

Finally, I hope that my example, having achieved something hitherto and seemingly

impossible, will inspire other ground force technicians to 'aim for the stars' and fulfil their

own commitment goals.

https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/staff/technicians/news/headline_829704_en.html
https://nationaltechnicianscentre.ac.uk/our-partners/
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/staff/technicians/news/headline_845129_en.html
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/staff/technicians/news/headline_845129_en.html
https://nationaltechnicianscentre.ac.uk/2021/11/24/laurence-dawkins-hall-hosts-professional-registration-workshop-at-newcastle-university/
https://nationaltechnicianscentre.ac.uk/ntdc-team/

